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1. INTRODUCTION
The field of dense linear algebra (DLA) was among the first to realize, understand, and pro-
mote that standardizing (de facto) an interface to fundamental primitives supports portable
high performance. For almost four decades, those primitives have been the Basic Linear Al-
gebra Subprograms (BLAS) [Lawson et al. 1979; Dongarra et al. 1988; Dongarra et al. 1990].
The expectation was and still remains that some expert will provide to the community a high
performance implementation of the BLAS every time a new architecture reaches the market.
For this purpose, many hardware vendors currently enroll a numerical libraries group and
distribute well-maintained libraries (e.g., Intel’s MKL [Intel 2015], AMD’s ACML [AMD
2015], and IBM’s ESSL [IBM 2015] libraries), while over the years we have enjoyed a num-
ber of alternative Open Source solutions (e.g., GotoBLAS [Goto and van de Geijn 2008b;
2008a], OpenBLAS [OpenBLAS 2015], ATLAS [Whaley and Dongarra 1998]). Nevertheless,
these solutions all require considerable effort in time and labor for each supported target
architecture.
In order to reduce the exertion of developing high performance implementations, ATLAS
and its predecessor PHiPAC [Bilmes et al. 1997b] introduced autotuning to the field of
high performance computing. The fundamental rationale behind these two libraries is that
optimizing is too difficult and time-consuming for a human expert and that autogeneration
in combination with autotuning is the answer.
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The work in [Yotov et al. 2005] shows that the ATLAS approach to optimizing the general
matrix-matrix product (gemm) can be, by and large, analytically modelled. Thus, it reveals
that autotuning is unnecessary for the operation that has been tauted by the autotuning
community as the example of the success of autotuning. The problem with that work ([Yotov
et al. 2005]) is that the ATLAS approach to optimizing gemm had been previously shown
to be suboptimal, first in theory [Gunnels et al. 2001] and then in practice [Goto and van de
Geijn 2008b]. Furthermore, ATLAS leverages an inner kernel optimized by a human expert,
which still involves a substantial manual encoding. Precisely, the presence of this black-
box kernel makes analytical modeling problematic for ATLAS, since some of the tuning
parameters are hidden inside.
GotoBLAS (now supported as OpenBLAS) also builds on a substantial inner kernel that
is implemented by a human, turning the analysis equally difficult without a complete un-
derstanding of the complex details embedded into the inner kernel. (Until recently, no paper
that detailed the intricacies of the GotoBLAS inner kernel existed.)
BLIS (BLAS-like Library Instantiation Software) [Van Zee and van de Geijn 2014] is a new
framework for instantiating the BLAS. A key benefit of BLIS is that it is a productivity mul-
tiplier, as the framework allows developers to rapidly unfold new high-performance imple-
mentations of BLAS and BLAS-like operations on current and future architectures [Van Zee
et al. 2014]. From the implementation point of view, BLIS modularizes the approach under-
lying GotoBLAS2 (now adopted also by many other implementations) to isolate a micro-
kernel that performs gemm upon which all the level-3 BLAS functionality can be built.
Thus, for a given architecture, the programmer only needs to develop an efficient micro-
kernel for BLIS, and adjust a few key parameter values1 that optimize the loops around the
micro-kernel, to automatically instantiate all the level-3 BLAS. Importantly, BLIS features
a layering that naturally exposes the parameters that need to be tuned.
While BLIS simplifies the implementation of BLAS(-like) operations, a critical step to
optimize BLIS for a target architecture is for the developer to identify the specific parameter
values for both the micro-kernel and the loops around it. Conventional wisdom would dictate
that empirical search must be applied. In this paper, we adopt an alternative model-driven
approach to analytically identify the optimal parameter values for BLIS. In particular, we
apply an analysis of the algorithm and architecture, similar to that performed in [Yotov
et al. 2005], to determine the data usage pattern of the algorithm ingrained within the
BLIS framework, and to build an analytical model based on hardware features in modern
processor architectures.
The specific contributions of this work include:
—An analysis of the best known algorithm. We address the algorithm underlying
BLIS (and therefore GotoBLAS and OpenBLAS) instead of the algorithm in ATLAS.
This is relevant because it has been shown that, on most architectures, a hand-coded
BLIS/GotoBLAS/OpenBLAS implementation (almost) always yields higher performance
than an implementation automatically generated via ATLAS [Van Zee et al. 2014], even
if ATLAS starts with a hand-coded inner kernel.
—A more modern model. We accommodate a processor model that is more represen-
tative of modern architectures than that adopted in [Yotov et al. 2005]. Concretely, our
model includes hardware features such as a vector register file and a memory hierarchy
with multiple levels of set-associative data caches. This considerably improves upon the
analytical model in [Yotov et al. 2005] which considered one level only of fully associative
cache and ignored vector instructions.
1The micro-kernel itself is characterized by three additional parameters, which the programmer has to
consider when implementing it.
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—A more comprehensive model. Our analytical model is more comprehensive in that
it includes the parameter values that also characterize the micro-kernel. These are values
that a developer would otherwise have to determine empirically. This is important because
the best implementations provided by ATLAS often involve loops around a hand-coded
(black-box) kernel. Since the internals of the hand-coded kernel are not known, the model
in [Yotov et al. 2005] was not able to identify the globally optimal parameter values.
—Competitive with expert-tuned implementations. Unlike previous work compar-
ing the performance attained against auto-generated implementations in C obtained by
ATLAS [Yotov et al. 2005; Kelefouras et al. 2014], which are typically not competitive
with those that use hand-coded inner kernels (so-called “ATLAS unleashed” in [Yotov
et al. 2005]), this paper shows that analytically-obtained parameter values can yield per-
formance that is competitive with manually-tuned implementations that achieve among
best-in-class performance. Hence, this paper provides an answer to the question posed
in [Yotov et al. 2005] —i.e. whether empirical search is really necessary in this context—,
by demonstrating that analytical modeling suffices for high performance BLIS implemen-
tations which then shows that careful layering combined with analytical modeling is com-
petitive with GotoBLAS, OpenBLAS, and vendor BLAS (since other papers show BLIS
to be competitive with all these implementations).
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case of a single-threaded implementation of gemm
in double precision. How to determine optimal parameter values for a multithreaded im-
plementation is orthogonal to this paper, and is at least partially answered in [Smith et al.
2014].
2. APPROACHES TO IDENTIFY THE OPTIMAL PARAMETER VALUES FOR GEMM
It has been argued that empirical search is the only way to obtain highly optimized im-
plementations for DLA operations [Demmel et al. 2005; Bilmes et al. 1997a; Whaley and
Dongarra 1998], and an increasing number of recent projects (Build-To-Order BLAS [Belter
et al. 2010] and AuGEM [Wang et al. 2013]) now adopt empirical search to identify optimal
parameter values for DLA algorithms.
The problem with empirical-based approaches is that they unleash a walloping search
space, due to the combination of a large number of possible values for a substantial set of
parameters. Therefore, even with the help of heuristics, generating, executing, and timing
all variants of the program, with their unique combinations of parameter values, requires a
considerable amount of time (sometimes measured in days). In addition, empirical search has
to be performed on the target machine architecture. This implies that a high performance
implementation of BLAS for a new machine architecture cannot be developed until the
programmer is granted access to the target machine, and then it still requires a significant
amount of time. This is especially critical on state-of-the-art embedded architectures, where
cross-compiling processes are necessary, greatly complicating or even invalidating in practice
the application of empirical-based approaches.
A refinement of the empirical approach is iterative optimization [Knijnenburg et al. 2002;
Kisuki et al. 2000; 2000]. As the name suggests, instead of a single run that explores the
entire search space, multiple optimization passes are executed. There exist different tech-
niques to perform iterative optimization, but they all share the following similarities: An
initial sampling run is performed while a monitoring tool captures specific performance
information such as the number of cache misses. Using the captured information and the
application of some heuristics, the search space is trimmed/refined, and new program vari-
ants (with new sets of parameter values) are generated for further exploration in subsequent
passes.
Although iterative optimization represents an improvement over empirical search, the in-
formation obtained, e.g. from the performance counters, may not be sufficient to limit the
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Fig. 1: Performance metrics when empirically testing different parameter values. Clockwise
from top-left: GFLOPS, and misses in the L1, TLB and L2 caches. A heuristic for reducing
the search space is to find the parameter values that minimize the cache misses and TLB
misses. From the above data, this still leaves a relatively large space that needs to be
searched.
search space. Consider the graphs in Figure 1, which report the GFLOPS (i.e., billions of
floating-point arithmetic operations, or flops, per second), and L1, L2 and TLB cache misses
observed for the execution of a tuned implementation of dgemm from BLIS on a single core
of an Intel Xeon E3-1220 processor (3.1 GHz), while varying two of the optimization pa-
rameters only (mc and kc, to be introduced later). The top-left plot illustrates the challenge
for empirical search: generate and evaluate all different combinations of an exponentially
growing search space. (BLIS, e.g., needs to optimize 5–6 different parameters, which is a re-
duced quantity when compared with other solutions including ATLAS.) In contrast to this,
iterative optimization runs a coarse-grained grid of experiments that can help to identify
contour lines which roughly delimit the area which simultaneously minimizes the amount
of cache misses for all three caches (L1, L2, and TLB). However, even armed with that
information, we can observe from the three cache miss plots that such region still comprises
an enormous number of cases that nonetheless have to be individually evaluated to finally
reveal the optimal combination for the architecture (mc=96 and kc=256 for this particular
case).
A third approach to identify the optimal parameter values is to use analytical models as
advocated by some in the compiler community. Concretely, simple analytical models have
been previously developed in the compiler domain in order to determine optimizing parame-
ter values for tile sizes and unrolling factors [Bacon et al. 1994; Yotov et al. 2005; Kelefouras
et al. 2014]. These models are based on the data access pattern and exploit a fair knowledge
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of the hardware features commonly found in modern processor architectures. Previous work
has shown that parameter values derived analytically can deliver performance rates that
are similar to those attained using values determined through empirical search [Yotov et al.
2005]. More importantly, the time it takes to analytically identify the optimal parameter
combination is often a fraction of that required by empirical search. Let us distinguish this
from autotuning by calling it auto-fine-tuning. We adopt this in our quest for the parameter
values that optimize the algorithm in BLIS, with the aim to make even auto-fine-tuning
unnecessary for many architectures.
3. EXPERT IMPLEMENTATION OF GEMM
The gemm algorithm embedded within the BLIS framework is described in [Van Zee and
van de Geijn 2014], and the same approach is instantiated in BLAS libraries optimized
by DLA experts such as GotoBLAS [Goto and van de Geijn 2008b; 2008a] and its succes-
sor, OpenBLAS [OpenBLAS 2015]. Importantly, BLIS exposes three loops within the inner
kernel used by the GotoBLAS and OpenBLAS, which then facilitates the analytical deter-
mination of the parameters. For completeness, we provide a brief overview of the algorithm
next. In addition, we identify the data usage pattern and highlight the parameters that
characterize the algorithm.
3.1. An expert’s implementation of gemm
Without loss of generality, we consider the special case of the matrix-matrix multiplication,
C := AB +C, where the sizes of A, B, C are m× k, k× n, and m× n, respectively. In the
following elaboration, we will consider different partitionings of the m, n and k-dimensions
of the problem. For simplicity, when considering a (vertical or horizontal) partitioning of
one of the problem dimensions, say q, into panels/blocks of size (length or width) r, we will
assume that q is an integer multiple of r.
BLIS implements gemm as three nested loops around a macro-kernel2, plus two packing
routines. The macro-kernel is implemented in terms of two additional loops around a micro-
kernel. The micro-kernel is a loop around a rank-1 (i.e., outer product) update, and it is
typically implemented in assembly or with vector intrinsics. In BLIS, the remaining five
loops are implemented in C.
Pseudo-code for the gemm algorithm is given in Figure 2. The outermost loop (Loop 1,
indexed in the figure by jc) traverses the n-dimension of the problem, partitioning both
C and B into column panels of width nc. The second loop (indexed by pc) processes the
k-dimension, partitioning A into column panels of width kc and the current panel of B into
blocks of length kc. The third loop (indexed by ic) iterates over the m-dimension, yielding
partitionings of the current column panels of C and A into blocks of length mc. The following
loops comprise the macro-kernel. Let us define Cc = C(ic : ic+mc−1, jc : jc+nc−1). Loop
4 (indexed by jr) traverses the n-dimension, partitioning Cc and the packed block Bc into
micro-panels of width nr. Loop 5 (indexed by ir) then progresses along the m-dimension,
partitioning the current micro-panel of Cc into micro-tiles of length mr and the packed
block Ac into micro-panels of the same length. The innermost loop (Loop 6, indexed by pr),
inside the micro-kernel, computes the product of a micro-panel of Ac and micro-panel of
Bc as a sequence of kc rank-1 updates, accumulating the result to a micro-tile of Cc, which
can be described mathematically as
Cc(ir : ir+mr−1, jr : jr+nr−1) += Ac(ir : ir+mr−1, 0 : kc−1)·Bc(0 : kc−1, jr : jr+nr−1).
At this point it is worth emphasizing the difference between Cc and Ac, Bc. While the
former is just a notation artifact, introduced to ease the presentation of the algorithm, the
latter two correspond to actual buffers that are involved in data copies.
2The macro-kernel is also known as the inner kernel in GotoBLAS.
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nc
kc
cp BC A
Loop 1 for jc = 0, . . . , n− 1 in steps of nc
Loop 2 for pc = 0, . . . , k − 1 in steps of kc
B(pc : pc + kc − 1, jc : jc + nc − 1) → Bc // Pack into Bc
Loop 3 for ic = 0, . . . ,m− 1 in steps of mc
A(ic : ic +mc − 1, pc : pc + kc − 1) → Ac // Pack into Ac
Loop 4 for jr = 0, . . . , nc − 1 in steps of nr // Macro-kernel
Loop 5 for ir = 0, . . . ,mc − 1 in steps of mr
Loop 6 for pr = 0, . . . , kc − 1 in steps of 1 // Micro-kernel
Cc(ir : ir +mr − 1, jr : jr + nr − 1)
+= Ac(ir : ir +mr − 1, pr)
· Bc(pr, jr : jr + nr − 1)
endfor
endfor
endfor
endfor
endfor
endfor
Fig. 2: High performance implementation of gemm by an expert.
A Bc c
rm
nr
Fig. 3: Packing in the BLIS and GotoBLAS implementations of gemm.
3.2. The importance of packing
It is generally known that accessing consecutive memory locations (also known as in-stride
access) is usually faster than non-consecutive memory accesses. By packing elements of A in
Loop 3 and B in Loop 2 in a special manner into Ac and Bc, respectively, we can ensure that
the elements of these two matrices will be read with in-stride access inside the micro-kernel.
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Loop Reused data Size of reused data Reuse factor
6 Micro-tile, Cr mr × nr kc
5 Micro-panel, Br kc × nr mc/mr
4 Packed block Ac mc × kc nc/nr
3 Packed block Bc kc × nc m/mc
2 Column panel of C m× nc k/kc
1 Matrix A m× k n/nc
Table I: Analysis of data reuse performed in the different loops of the BLIS implementation
of gemm.
Concretely, each mc × kc block of A is packed into Ac. Elements are organized as row
micro-panels of size mr × kc, and within each micro-panel of Ac, the elements are stored in
column-major order. Each kc × nc block of B is packed into Bc. In this case, elements are
packed into column micro-panels of size kc×nr, and each column micro-panel is stored into
row-major order. The reorganization of the entries of A and B into blocks of Ac and Bc with
the packing layout illustrated in Figure 3 ensures that these elements are accessed with unit
stride when used to update a micro-tile of C. Packing Ac and Bc also has the additional
benefit of aligning data from Ac and Bc to cache lines boundaries and page boundaries.
This enables to use instructions for accessing aligned data, which are typically faster than
their non-aligned counterparts.
A third benefit of packing is that data from Ac and Bc are preloaded into certain cache
levels of the memory hierarchy. This reduces the time required to access the elements of Ac
and Bc when using them to update a micro-tile of C. Since Ac is packed in Loop 3, after
Bc has been packed in Loop 2, the elements of Ac will likely be higher up in the memory
hierarchy (i.e. closer to the registers) than those of Bc. By carefully picking the sizes for Ac
and Bc, the exact location of Ac and Bc within the memory hierarchy can be determined.
3.3. Data usage pattern
Consider Loop 6. This innermost loop updates a micro-tile of C, say Cr, via a series of kc
rank-1 updates involving a micro-panel Ar, from the packed matrix Ac, and a micro-panel
Br, from the packed matrix Bc. At each iteration, mr elements from Ar and nr elements
from Br are multiplied to compute mrnr intermediate results that will be accumulated into
the micro-tile of C. Between two iterations of Loop 6, different elements from Ar and Br
are used, but the results from the rank-1 updates are accumulated into the same micro-tile.
Hence, the micro-tile Cr is the data reused between iterations (Reused data) in Loop 6. In
addition, because kc rank-1 updates are performed each time Loop 6 is executed, Cr is said
to have a reuse factor of kc times. Since the columns of Ar and the rows of Br are used
exactly once each time through Loop 6, there is no reuse of these elements.
Identifying pieces of data that are reused is important because it tells us which data
portions should be kept in cache in order to allow fast access and reduce cache trashing. An
analysis similar to that with Loop 6, performed on the remaining loops to identify the data
that is reused in each one of them, the size of the reused data, and the number of times the
data is being reused, yields the results summarized in Table I.
Notice that the size of the reused data becomes smaller as the loop depth increases. This
nicely matches the memory hierarchy, where faster memory layers (caches) feature lower
capacity than slower caches. As such, gemm maps smaller reused data to faster layers in
the memory hierarchy, as depicted in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Packing in the BLIS and GotoBLAS implementations of gemm.
3.4. Characteristic parameters that drive performance
As described in the previous subsection and captured in Table I, the gemm algorithm that
underlies BLIS is characterized by the following five parameters:
mc, kc, nc,mr and nr,
which correspond to the block/panel/tile size for each of the loops around the micro-kernel.
In addition, this set of parameters also determines the dimension of the reused data and
the reuse factor of each of the loops.
Loop 6 is defined by three of the five parameters (mr, nr and kc), while Loops 3, 4 and 5
are characterized by four of the five parameters. In addition, three of the four parameters
that characterize Loops 3, 4 and 5 carry beyond to the next inner loop as well. Now, when
the parameters that characterize Loop 5 have been identified, the only unknown parameter
for Loop 4 is nc. This observation suggests that the parameters should be identified from
the innermost loop outwards. In the next section, we leverage this observation to optimize
this collection of parameters analytically.
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4. MAPPING ALGORITHM TO ARCHITECTURE
An effective mapping of the micro-kernel and the loops around it to the architecture is
fundamental to attain high performance with the BLIS approach. This means that we need
to identify values for the characteristic parameters that are tuned for the target machine
architecture. As discussed in the previous section, we start by mapping the micro-kernel to
the architecture and work our way outwards in order to identify the optimal values for the
different characteristic parameters.
4.1. Architecture model
To develop an optimization model for mapping the gemm algorithm onto an architecture, we
first need to define a model for our target architecture. We make the following assumptions
regarding our hypothetical processor:
—Load/store architecture and vector registers. Data have to be loaded into the pro-
cessor registers before computation can be performed with them. A total of Nreg vector
registers exist, where each can hold Nvec elements (floating-point numbers) of size Sdata.
(In a machine with no vector registers, Nvec = 1.) In addition, we assume that memory
instructions can be issued in parallel with floating-point arithmetic instructions.
—Vector instructions. The processor floating-point arithmetic units have a throughput
of Nvfma vector (or SIMD) fused multiply-add instructions (vfma) per clock cycle (i.e.,
2NvecNvfma flops per cycle). A single vfma instruction combines Nvec regular (non-
vector) instructions and produces Nvec scalar results. Furthermore, each vfma has a
latency of Lvfma cycles, which is the minimum number of cycles between the issuance
of two dependent consecutive vfma instructions. On an architecture without vfma in-
structions, Lvfma is computed by adding the latencies for a multiply and an addition
instruction.
—Caches. All data caches are set-associative, and each cache level Li is characterized by
four parameters as follows:
–CLi: size of cache line,
–WLi: associativity degree,
– SLi: size, and
–NLi: number of sets,
where SLi = NLiCLiWLi. A fully-associative cache can be modelled by setting NLi = 1
and WLi = SLi/CLi.
The replacement policy for all caches is least-recently-used (LRU) [Hennessy and Patterson
2003]. For simplicity, we assume that the size of a cache line is the same for all cache levels.
4.2. Parameters for the body of the inner-most loop: mr and nr
Recall that the micro-kernel is characterized by three parameters: mr, nr and kc, where the
former two determine the size of the micro-tile of C that is reused across every iteration.
In addition, these two parameters also define the number of elements of Ar and Br that
are involved in the rank-1 update at each iteration of Loop 6. In this subsection, we discuss
how mr and nr can be identified analytically.
4.2.1. Strategy for finding mr and nr. The main strategy behind our approach to identify
mr, nr is to choose them “large enough” so that no stalls due to the combination of de-
pendencies and latencies are introduced in the floating-point pipelines during the repeated
updates of the micro-tile Cr. In addition, the smallest values of mr, nr which satisfy this
condition should be chosen because this implies that Cr occupies the minimum number of
registers, releasing more registers for the entries of Ar, Br. This in turn enables larger loop
unrolling factors and more aggressive data preloading [Hennessy and Patterson 2003] to
reduce loop overhead.
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4.2.2. Latency of instructions. Consider the kc successive updates of Cr occurring in Loop 6.
In each of the kc iterations, each element of Cr is updated by accumulating the appropriate
intermediate result to it (obtained from multiplying corresponding elements of Ar and
Br). This update can be achieved with a vfma instruction for each element of Cr in each
iteration.
Now, recall that there is a latency of Lvfma cycles between the issuance of a vfma instruc-
tion and the issuance of another dependent vfma instruction. This implies that Lvfma cycles
must lapse between two successive updates to the same element of Cr. During those Lvfma
cycles, a minimum of NvfmaLvfma vfma instructions must be issued without introducing
a stall in the floating-point pipelines. This means that, in order to avoid introducing stalls
in the pipelines, at least NvfmaLvfmaNvec output elements must be computed. Therefore,
the size of the micro-tile Cr must satisfy:
mrnr ≥ Nvec LvfmaNvfma. (1)
4.2.3. Maximizing Register Usage. Ideally, mr should be equal to nr as this maximizes the
ratio of computation to data movement during the update of Cr in Loop 6 (2mrnrkc flops
vs 2mrnr+mrkc+nrkc memory operations). However, there are two reasons why this is not
always possible in practice. First, mr and nr have to be integer values as they correspond
to the dimensions of the micro-tile Cr. Second, it is desirable for either mr or nr to be
integer multiples of Nvec. As the number of registers is limited in any architecture, it is
necessary to maximize their use, and choosing mr (or nr) to be an integer multiple of Nvec
will ensure that the registers are filled with elements from Ar, Br and Cr such that data
not used in a particular iteration is not kept in registers.
Therefore, in order to satisfy this criterion as well as (1), mr and nr are computed as
follows:
mr =
⌈√
Nvec LvfmaNvfma
Nvec
⌉
Nvec (2)
and
nr =
⌈
Nvec LvfmaNvfma
mr
⌉
. (3)
The astute reader will recognize that one could have computed nr before computing mr.
Doing this is analogous to swapping the values of mr and nr, and also yields a pair of values
that avoid the introduction of stalls in the pipeline. We choose the values of mr and nr that
maximize the value of kc, which will be discussed in the following section.
4.3. Parameters for the remaining loops: kc, mc and nc
After analytically deriving optimal values for mr, nr, we discuss next how to proceed for
kc, mc and nc.
4.3.1. Strategy for identifying kc, mc and nc. We recall that kc, mc and nc (together with nr)
define the dimensions of the reused data for Loops 3 to 5; see Table I. Since the reused
blocks are mapped to the different layers of the memory hierarchy, this implies that there
is a natural upper bound on kc, mc and nc, imposed by the sizes of the caches. In addi-
tion, because the reused data should ideally be kept in cache between iterations, the cache
replacement policy and the cache organization impose further restrictions on the optimal
values for kc, mc and nc.
In the remainder of this section, we describe our analytically model for identifying values
for these characteristic parameters. For clarity, the discussion will focus on identifying the
optimal value for kc. The values for mc and nc can be derived in a similar manner.
4.3.2. Keeping Br in the L1 cache. Recall that the micro-panel Br is reused in every iteration
of Loop 5. As such, it is desirable for Br to remain in the L1 cache while Loop 5 is being
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executed. Since the L1 cache implements an LRU replacement policy, conventional wisdom
suggests choosing the sizes of the different parts of the matrices such that data required for
two consecutive iterations of the loop are kept in cache. This implies that the cache should
be filled with Br, two micro-panels of Ac, and two micro-tiles of Cc. The problem with this
approach is that keeping two micro-panels of Ac and two micro-tiles of Cc consequently
reduces the size of the micro-panel Br that fits into the L1 cache, which means that the
value kc is smaller, hence decreasing the amount of data that could possibly be reused. In
addition, kc is the number of iterations for Loop 6, and reducing this value also means less
opportunities to amortize data movement with enough computation in the micro-kernel.
Instead, we make the following observations:
(1) At each iteration of Loop 5, a micro-panel Ar from Ac and the reused micro-panel Br
are accessed exactly once. This implies that the micro-panel that is loaded first will
contain the least-recently-used elements. Therefore, because of the LRU cache replace-
ment policy, as long as Br is loaded after Ar, the entries from Ar will be evicted from
the cache before those from Br.
(2) Since each micro-panel Ar is used exactly once per iteration, it is advantageous to
overwrite the entries of the micro-panel Aprevr which was used in the previous iteration
with the corresponding entries of the new Anextr that will be used in the present iteration.
Doing so potentially allows a larger Br to fit into the cache, hence increasing the amount
of data being reused.
4.3.3. Evicting Aprevr from cache. We assume that within the micro-kernel (Loop 6), the
elements from Br are loaded after those of Ar. From the second observation above, a strategy
to keep a large micro-panel Br in cache is to evict the old micro-panel A
prev
r from the cache,
loaded in the previous iteration of Loop 5, by replacing its entries with those of the new
micro-panel Anextr to be used in the current iteration of the loop. To ensure this, we need to
enforce that the same entries of all micro-panels of Ac are mapped to the same cache sets.
Since the L1 cache comprises NL1 sets, then the memory addresses that are NL1CL1 bytes
apart will be mapped to the same set in the L1 cache. This implies that the corresponding
elements of consecutive micro-panels of Ac must lie in memory an integer multiple (say
CAr ) of NL1CL1 bytes apart.
Recall that consecutive micro-panels of Ac are packed contiguously in memory, and each
micro-panel of Ac contains exactly mr×kc elements. This means that the distance between
the same entries of two consecutive micro-panels of Ac must be mrkcSdata bytes. Therefore,
Aprevr will be replaced by A
next
r only if
mrkcSdata = CArNL1CL1.
Rearranging the above expression yields the following expression for kc,
kc =
CArNL1CL1
mrSdata
, (4)
which ensures that a newly read micro-panel of Ac is mapped to the same set as the existing
micro-panel of Ac. Thus, solving for kc in (4) is equivalent to finding CAr , since the remaining
variables in the equation are hardware parameters.
4.3.4. Finding CAr . The astute reader will recognize that CAr is the number of cache lines
taken up by a micro-panel Ar in each set of the L1 cache. Similarly, we can define CBr as
the number of cache lines in each set dedicated to the micro-panel Br. In order for Br to
remain in a WL1-associative cache, it is necessary that
CAr + CBr ≤WL1.
In practice, the number of cache lines filled with elements of Ar and Br has to be strictly
less than the degree of associativity of the cache. This is because at least one cache line
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must be used when the entries of a micro-tile Cr are loaded into the registers. Since Cr
is not packed, it is possible that its entries are loaded into the same set as the entries of
Ar and Br. Hence, we update the previous expression to account for the loading of Cr as
follows
CAr + CBr ≤WL1 − 1. (5)
As the micro-panel of Bc is packed into nrkcSdata contiguous memory, we can compute
CBr as follows:
CBr =
⌈
nrkcSdata
NL1CL1
⌉
=
⌈
nr
mr
CAr
⌉
.
Therefore, replacing this expression in the inequality in (5), we get
CAr ≤
⌊
WL1−1
1+ nrmr
⌋
,
which suggests choosing CAr as large as possible and then allows us to solve for kc.
4.3.5. Two-way set associativity. Our value for kc was chosen to enforce A
next
r to be loaded
into those cache lines previously occupied by Aprevr . To achieve this effect, we made two
assumptions:
— Each set in the cache has to be filled equally with the micro-panel of Ar; i.e. the number
of cache lines in each set containing elements from Ar is the same across all sets. This
assumption ensures that the corresponding elements of different micro-panels will be
assigned to the same cache set.
— One cache line in each set of the cache is reserved for the elements of Cr so that loading
them will not evict the micro-panel Br that already resides in cache.
The problem with a two-way set associative cache is that satisfying these two assumptions
would imply that there remain no available cache lines to hold the elements of Br, precisely
the block that we want to keep in cache.
However, if the size of Ar is NL1CL1/k, where NL1 is an integer multiple of k, then the
micro-panel of Ar that is loaded in the (k + 1)-th iteration will be mapped to the same
cache sets as the first micro-panel of Ar. When k = 2, this is identical to keeping two
iterations worth of data in the cache, which ensures that the micro-panel of Br is kept in
cache. Any larger value of k decreases the size of the micro-panel of Ar, which implies that
kc is reduced. Therefore,
mrkcSdata =
NL1CL1
2 ,
which implies that kc is given by the formula:
kc =
NL1CL1
2mrSdata
(6)
when the cache is 2-way set associative.
5. VALIDATION
In this section, we compare the optimal values derived via our analytical model with those
employed by implementations that were either manually tuned by experts or empirically
tuned. Unlike previous work [Yotov et al. 2005; Kelefouras et al. 2014] that compared per-
formance against an implementation based on ATLAS, we chose to compare our parameter
values against the parameter values from manually-optimized implementations using the
BLIS framework. As the algorithms used are identical, any deviation is the result of a
difference in the parameter values.
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Architecture Nvec Lvfma Nvfma Analytically Expert Expert
derived BLIS OpenBLAS
mr nr mr nr mr nr
Intel Dunnington 2 5+3 1 4 4 4 4 4 4
Intel SandyBridge 4 5+3 1 8 4 8 4 8 4
AMD Kaveri 2 6 2 4 6 4 6 8 2
TI C6678 2 3+4 1 4 4 4 4 - -
Table II: Comparison between analytical values for mr, nr and empirical values chosen by
experts.
For this experiment, we chose the following mixture of traditional (x86) architectures
and low-power processors: Intel Dunnington (X7660), Intel SandyBridge (E3-1220), AMD
Kaveri (A10-7850K), and Texas Instruments C6678. This sample includes both dated (end-
of-life) and recent architectures in order to evaluate the accuracy and validity of the model,
while taking into account different trends in processor architecture design. We consider
double precision real arithmetic to obtain our parameter values.
5.1. Evaluating the model for mr and nr
Table II lists the machine parameters necessary for computing mr and nr, the optimal
values analytically derived for mr and nr using the model, and the values of mr and nr
chosen by the expert when implementing a micro-kernel using the BLIS framework. In
addition we include the expert’s values for the micro-kernel underlying OpenBLAS. The in-
struction latency for the different architectures were obtained from the vendors’ instruction
set/optimization manuals. In these cases where the architecture did not include an actual
vfma instruction, we computed Lvfma by adding the latencies for a floating-point multiply
and a floating-point addition.
Note that for all the architectures our analytical values match those chosen by the BLIS
experts who were not aware of this parallel research. Furthermore, the values for mr and
nr used in OpenBLAS also match our analytical values in two out of three cases
3. We note
with interest that OpenBLAS utilized an 8 × 2 micro-kernel for the AMD Kaveri. While
it differs from our analytical 4× 6 micro-kernel, we note that AuGEM [Wang et al. 2013],
an empirical search tool developed by the authors of OpenBLAS in order to automatically
generate the micro-kernel, generated a micro-kernel that operates on a 6 × 4 micro-tile.
This suggests that the original 8 × 2 micro-kernel currently used by OpenBLAS may not
be optimal for the AMD architecture.
The results provide evidence that our analytical model for mr and nr is reasonably robust
across a variety of architectures.
5.2. Evaluating the model for kc and mc
Table III presents the machine parameters to derive kc and mc using the model, the optimal
analytical values, and the empirical values adopted in BLIS after a manual optimization
process (inside parenthesis). We do not report results for nc because most of these processor
architectures do not include an L3 cache, which means that nc is, for all practical purposes,
redundant. For the SandyBridge processor, there was minimal variation in performance
when nc was modified.
Again, our analytical model yields similar values if not identical for both kc and mc. The
analytical model offered the same values the expert picked when optimizing for kc.
3There exist no OpenBLAS implementations for the remaining architectures.
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Architecture SL1 WL1 NL1 kc SL2 WL2 NL2 mc
(Kbytes) (Kbytes)
Intel Dunnington 32 8 64
256
(256)
3,072 12 4,096
384
(384)
Intel SandyBridge 32 8 64
256
(256)
256 8 512
96
(96)
AMD Kaveri 16 4 64
128
(128)
2,048 16 2,048
1, 792
(1, 368)
TI C6678 32 4 256
256
(256)
512 4 2,048
128
(128)
Table III: Comparison between analytical values for kc, mc and empirical (manually-
optimized) values from existing implementations of BLIS (inside parenthesis).
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Fig. 5: GFLOPS and L1 cache misses (left and right plots, respectively) on the Intel
SandyBridge, for a matrix multiplication with all three operands square of dimension
m = n = k = 1, 000, different values of kc; mc = 32, 96 (optimal) and 512; and the
remaining three parameters set to the optimal analytical/empirical values for this architec-
ture (mr = 8, nr = 4, nc = 4, 096).
We expected to encounter more variation between the expert-chosen values and the
manually-tuned ones for the mc parameter. This is because most L2 caches are unified
(i.e., they contain both instructions and data), which makes predicting the cache replace-
ment behavior of the L2 cache more difficult, as it depends on both the amount of data
and instructions in that level of the cache. Nonetheless, we note that with the exception of
the AMD Kaveri, the values computed by our analytical model for mc were similar if not
identical to those chosen by the expert.
5.3. Experimental validation
In this subsection we aim to assess the accuracy of the analytical model in more detail. Our
goal is twofold: first, to analyze the behavior of BLIS from the performance and cache miss
ratio perspectives on an architecture for which the analytical model exactly predicts the
empirical optimal values for mc and kc (Intel SandyBridge); and second, to quantify and
explain the deviations in performance for an architecture for which the analytical values do
not match the observed ones (AMD Kaveri).
5.3.1. Empirical validation of the analtical model. The Intel SandyBridge case. We experimentally
measure the behaviour of the L1 cache misses/GFLOPS rate against the parameter kc.
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Figure 5 shows the result of this evaluation on the Intel SandyBridge, for three different
values of mc: the analytical/empirical optimal (mc = 96) and two values, one below and
one above the optimal (mc = 32 and mc = 512, respectively). Let us relate the size of the
blocks in the L1 cache to the performance lines and the compulsory (also known as cold),
conflict and capacity misses [Hennessy and Patterson 2003]. Consider the mc-optimal case
(green line) first. We can clearly identify three ranges or intervals in the results for the L1
cache misses (right-hand side plot):
— kc < 48 (i.e., kc = 16 or 32). For these two small values, a complete block Ac (mc × kc)
fits into the L1 cache together with a single micro-panel Br (kc × nr). In this scenario,
the volume of conflict/capacity misses is negligible, and most of L1 cache misses are
compulsory, occuring when Ac is packed by the corresponding routine and each Br is
loaded from the micro-kernel. (The number of L1 cache misses during the packing of Bc
is negligible as well.) We emphasize that no L1 cache misses are expected in the access to
any of the micro-panels Ar from the micro-kernel, as they are all part of Ac and this block
already resides in the L1 cache after it is packed. The repeated use of the micro-panels
Ar from within Loop 4 explains why this yields such a low rate of L1 cache misses. On
the other hand, the low value of kc does not allow to hide the cost of transferring the
data from the cache, and produces the low GFLOPS rate for these two particular values.
— 48 ≤ kc ≤ 256. This range of values for kc ensures that Ar and Br respectively occupy
16 and 8 KBytes at most (i.e., for the largest value of the range, kc = 256). Therefore, no
capacity misses are to be expected in the L1 cache. Furtherfore, because of the 8-way set-
associative configuration of the L1 cache in this architecture, the careful aligned packing
of BLIS will ensure that Ar occupies up to CAr = 4 lines per set of the L1 cache, Br up
to CBr = 2 lines/set, and the remaining 2 lines/set are left “empty” for entries of Cc.
Therefore, no significant amount of conflict misses is to be expected. The L1 cache misses
are mostly compulsory, and originate when the micro-panels Ar and Br are loaded from
within the micro-kernel. (This time, the volume of L1 cache misses during the packing
of both Ac and Bc is negligible.) Indeed, most of the misses come from the load of Ar,
as the block Ac does not fit into the L1 cache, and has to be repeatedly accessed for
each iteration of Loop 4. We also note that the number of misses is almost constant for
the full range of values. This is because Ac is streamed by the micro-kernel, from the L2
cache through the L1 cache, approximately nc/nr times within Loop 4, independently of
the actual value of kc. From the point of view of performance, the best option occurs at
kc = 256, because this is in the range of value that match the architecture configuration,
and is the largest one so that it better amortizes the overheads of packing and overlaps
data transfers from the L1/L2 cache with computation.
— kc > 256. As kc exceeds the analytical optimal, conflict misses first and capacity misses
later dominate resulting in lower performance.
Three intervals can be distinguised as well for the suboptimal case mc = 32 (blue line):
kc < 144, 144 ≤ kc ≤ 256 and kc > 256. The first interval has the same cause as in the
optimal scenario above (i.e., kc < 48 and mc = 96), but given that the value of mc is now
3× smaller than the optimal, the value of kc that yields a block Ac that fits into the L1
cache is multiplied by 3, yielding the upper threshold kc < 144 for the first interval. Now,
given that the second interval is defined by the dimensions of the micro-panels Ar and Br
that fit into the L1 cache, it should not be surprising that the upper threshold is defined
by kc = 256 when mc = 32 as well, since mc plays no role in the dimension of these two
micro-panels. Thirdly, the higher amount of L1 cache misses of this suboptimal case when
compared to the optimal one, with kc ≥ 144 is explained because the number of times that
Ac is repacked and repeatedly accessed is proportional to m/mc.
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Fig. 6: GFLOPS and L2 cache misses (left and right plots, respectively) on the AMD Kaveri ,
for a matrix multiplication with all three operands square of dimension m = n = k = 4, 000,
the optimal kc = 128, and varying mc in steps of 24. The blue and green markers respectively
identify the empirical optimal value mEc = 1, 368 and the analytical suboptimal m˜
A
c = 1, 788.
The same comments of the previous case apply to the suboptimal case mc = 512 (red
line), with the only exception of the high number of L1 cache misses when kc is very small.
The reason is that, for this large value of mc, the packing of Ac produces this effect.
5.3.2. Quantification of the analytical model deviations. The AMD Kaveri case. Let us analyze the
discrepancy between the analytical and empirical optimal values for mc on the AMD Kaveri.
In particular, the model fixes the analytical optimal at mAc = 1, 792, while the experimen-
tation found the empirical optimal at mEc = 1, 368. Unfortunately, BLIS enforces that mc
is an integer multiple of both mr and nr (on this architecture, 4 and 6 respectively) so that
the analytical optimal cannot be experimentally tested. To avoid exceeding the capacity of
the cache, in the following analysis we will thus consider the analytical suboptimal value
at m˜Ac = 1, 788, which corresponds to the closest integer multiple of both 4 and 6 smaller
than mAc .
Figure 6 relates the performance (GFLOPS) and L2 cache misses on the AMD Kaveri,
using the optimal value kc = 128, for a wide range of values for mc that include both
mEc and m˜
A
c . The first point to note in the right-hand side plot is that the analytical
suboptimal correctly determines the dimension from which the number of L2 cache misses
initiates an exponential growth due to capacity constraints (specifically, this occurs from
mc ≥ 1, 800 > mAc > m˜Ac ). Compared with the empirical optimal, the case m˜Ac increases the
L2 cache misses by 8.85% which, in principle, seems a large value but cannot be appreciated
in the plot due to the scale. However, relative to the maximum number of cache misses in
the plot (i.e, normalized against the misses for mc = 2, 016), the misses for m˜
A
c only incur
an increase of 0.78% with respect to the figure for mEc . With these parameters, the slightly
larger number of L2 cache misses results in a small decrease of performance: from 23.95
GFLOPS for mEc to 23.48 GFLOPS for m˜
A
c , i.e. −1.97%.
Let us consider now the empirical suboptimal m˜Ec = 1, 656, which corresponds to the
largest possible value of mc that still is within the “noise” of the best performance. From
a practical point of view, the difference in performance between mEc and m˜
E is negligible
(23.946 GFLOPS for the latter, which represents a decrease of −0.017% with respect to
mEc and can be considered to be in the noise level). Taking into account the dimensions
of Ac, for m˜
E
c this block occupies 1,656 KBytes, i.e. 85.55% of the L2 cache or, in this
16-way associative cache, close to 13 lines of each 16-line set (the exact value is 12.93).
We can observe that this is not far from the analytical optimal mAc , which dictates that
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Ac should occupy 87.50% of the L2 cache, or 14 lines of each 16-line set. The conclusion
from this analysis is that the discrepancies between the analytical values m˜Ac , m
A
c and the
empirical values m˜Ec , m
E seem to be due to problems with the alignment of Ac in the 16-
way associative cache, probably related to the packing of Ac producing unexpected conflict
misses, and not to a deviation in the analytical model. A second source of aligment problems
may be that, for this architecture, nr(= 6) is not a power of 2. Therefore, it may occur that
each micro-panel of Bc does not overwrite the previous micro-panel of this block, in turn
causing conflict misses since the streaming of this matrix does not overwrite the micro-panel
of B in the L2 cache.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have developed an analytical model that yields optimal parameter values for the gemm
algorithm that underlies BLIS as well as other manually-tuned high performance dense
linear algebra libraries. The key to our approach is the recognition that many of the param-
eters that characterize BLIS are bounded by hardware features. By understanding how the
algorithm interacts with the processor architecture, we can choose parameter values that
leverage, more aggressively, hardware features such as the multi-layered cache memory of
the system.
We compare the values obtained via our analytical approach with the values from
manually-optimized implementations and report that they are similar if not identical. Unlike
similar work that compares with ATLAS, this is the first paper, to the best of our knowl-
edge, that demonstrates that an analytical approach to identifying parameter values can be
competitive with best-in-class, expert-optimized implementations. This demonstrates that a
high performance implementation for the gemm algorithm can be obtained without relying
on a costly empirical search.
We believe that more can be done in terms of enhancing the analytical model. One
possible direction we are exploring is to extend the analytical model to more complicated
linear algebra operations such as those in LAPACK [Anderson et al. 1999]. In general these
operations, e.g. matrix factorizations, are implemented as blocked algorithms, and the gemm
operation is often a sub-operation in the loop body. It would be interesting to determine
how to identify optimal block sizes, given that the parameters that favor performance for
the gemm operation are known.
A second direction to enhance the analytical model is to incorporate data movement
considerations. Currently, the parameters for the micro-kernel (mr and nr) are determined
by only considering the latency of the floating-point arithmetic instructions. However, this
makes the assumption that bandwidth is large enough. On low-power systems, this assump-
tion may no longer hold. In such scenario, mr and nr may have to be larger, so that the
time for computation is sufficiently long to hide the time it takes to load the next elements
of Ar and Br into the processor registers.
Finally, our current analytical model assumes double precision arithmetic. With complex
arithmetic, a micro-tile of the same size incurs four times as many flops, and involves twice
as much data. These changes necessarily mean that the formulas in this paper have to be
updated. Nonetheless, we believe that a similar analysis of the algorithm and the hardware
features yields an analytical model for a micro-kernel that operates with complex arithmetic.
A question becomes whether our analysis can be used to better design future architec-
tures. This question is at least partially answered in [Pedram et al. 2012b; Pedram et al.
2012a], which examines how to design specialized hardware (both compute core and entire
processor) for linear algebra computation. The models used for such purpose have much in
common with our model for determining the parameter values for the micro-kernel. This
suggests that our model for determining the parameter values for loops around the micro-
kernel can potentially be leveraged to either determine the ideal cache size and/or cache
replacement policy.
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